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EDITORIAL
This Easter weekend, in the Pipe World, Kassi reaches a village that is under the thumb of a
sinister order of monks. We begin a new serial, The Castle Ouroboros, courtesy of the
indefatigable Rob Bliss, whose new novel The Bride Stripped Bare is released from Necro
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comeback. Out in space, Carter Ward and Lacey crawl through tunnels, while Horst Dal rages at
his subordinates. Earl Atli finds Eric Brighteyes. And as Deucalion departs the Yucatan colony
for Atlantis, his galley is attacked by prehistoric monsters.
—Gavin Chappell
Now available from Rogue Planet Press: Fantastical Savannahs & Jungles
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KASSI AND THE MONKS by Ste Whitehouse
‘The Pipe-world, Ah’kis, is five thousand miles long and just over ten miles in diameter. Kassi
seeks her brother who has been kidnapped by ‘demons’ and now travels north to the end of the
world. She is accompanied by Sebastian a sentient bot of dubious origins with whom she can
communicate telepathically. That ability seems to set her apart from the rest of the world’s
population.’
Kassi wore a summer dress of yellow cotton with lace trimmings. A decorously woollen long
coat billowed in the cool breeze and her hair was finely twined and braided with shells from the
Circled Sea some seven hundred miles north. She strolled through the small sleepy hamlet
stopping at numerous stalls and viewing their wares. She squealed with delight and clapped her
hands together in joy at such delights as delicate brooches and fine needlework. She asked
incessantly if any object was available in pink or purple and pulled long faces when told that
most likely they were not.
{Kassi luv. Don’t you think you’re overdoing it a little? You sound like an excited four year old
at a party.} Sebastian sent out his thoughts telepathically from his resting place a mile outside of
the small town. He was a mechanoid with a jointed body; each section having a pair of legs.
{You asked me to behave as though I were shopping Sebastian.} Kassi silently replied.
{No one claps when shopping. Absolutely no one.}
{You also asked me to be enthusiastic.} she said.
{Enthusiastic. Not retarded.} he answered sarcastically. {Besides you’re drawing attention to
yourself.}
{Now isn’t that what you wanted?} Kassi looked around alert. Even disguised as a random
visiting shopper she stood out. At over six foot she carried herself like the warrior she was. Even
without his telescopic lenses Sebastian would have easily spotted his friend. Besides the
townswomen were all conservatively dressed in plain denim skirts and white tops buttoned up
under their chins.
{It is not just that. There appears to be little enthusiasm throughout the town. Everyone looks
grey and worn as though the world is spun faster here—} He added pedantically {—thus creating
stronger centrifugal force; a stronger gravity. Your overenthusiasm sticks out like the Spike.}
The Spike was a tall tower alleged to house elves some two thousand miles northwards along the
world of Ah’kis. It was said to reach almost the full five miles up to the sunline. Kassi had
originally come from the southern end but the kidnapping of her brother had driven her
northwards in search of the ‘demons’ who took him.
{I could be enthusiastic with my sword?}she said, slightly petulantly.

{And we all know how THAT would end don’t we?} Sebastian replied sarcastically before
adding. {Wait! A group of Elders are approaching you. Be careful.} He fell silent to allow her to
navigate any conversation without interference.
Kassi smiled, even though her cheeks hurt more than she had imagined they could—how did
happy people stay happy when your face felt like melting after five minutes of smiling, and your
cheeks hurt so badly? She was glad of the diversion. The five men—and, she wondered, why
elders were ALWAYS male?—approached her cautiously. Beards appeared to be the norm,
although only three were dappled with white.
A man as tall as her stepped forward and smiled warmly. His face appeared unlined beneath a
bush of unruly brown hair. Eyes not quite as green as hers smiled at her and Kassi found herself
actually warming to her role.
“Good morn, miss. Tis a fine day that the weather brings us.” He looked briefly around before
continuing, his deep voice suddenly attaining an edge. “And what is it you look for in our fine
little hamlet?”
“Oh well. I am just a traveller from the south and came upon your lovely... hamlet quite by
chance. Do you sell fish?”
“Alas we do not, miss. But I am aware that Trenthaven but a few short miles counter clockwise
has some of the best fish imported all the way from the Circled Sea herself. The town sits at the
start of the Grand Canal itself. By chance we have a wagon on its way there which leaves the
square in a few minutes. If it is fish you want then may I lead you to the wagon?” He held out a
hand and Kassi noted that it was free of calluses.
“That was odd. I thought...” She turned around to look at the stall where she had seen fresh fish
on sale. One of the ‘Elders’ was helping the old woman pack her wares away. “Oh!”
The man gently took her upper arm ready to lead her away. Normally he would be left handless
but for the sake of disguise—and the fact that she was actually unarmed though no less capable
of taking the man’s hand off (a stall of kitchen utensils stood less than five feet away)—she
allowed the man to hurry her along.
“Come. Let me assist you.” A second man approached but stopped short after seeing the look in
Kassi’s eyes. She easily slipped her arm free whilst her left hand dropped to where her scabbard
usually sat. She cursed silently as her fingers touched nothing. The small town was surrounded
by a circle of standing stones, small rocks really barely a foot above ground, but each was
embedded with something Sebastian called a ‘scanner’ which could detect metal. In effect the
stone circle meant that no weapons could be brought into town without SOMEONE becoming
aware. Both of them had found it intriguing. A monastery sat amid the shade of tall firs, spruce
and larch nestled on the hillside northward.
Of course, Kassi’s plan had been to rush in and hit people until they told her what exactly was
happening. It had been Sebastian’s idea for her to enter the town without any weapons. After all

he said; What could possibly go wrong? Kassi felt like mentioning the village with the tower1 but
then that would also mean admitting her own mistake; so she left it unsaid. Suitable attire for her
had been found and a brief ‘recon’ arranged. After all strolling into the small town laden in thick
leather armour might not be that subtle.
Stepping quickly away she glanced at the nearest stall and said loudly. “OR cloth. I woman
needs a new dress-thingy to celebrate the catching of many fish after all.” She stepped up to the
frightened stall holder and, thrusting her face into his, asked brusquely. “Do you have this in
Blue? Red? Yellow?” She was just recalling the next colour in a rainbow when the man caught
her arm again; this time more firmly.
“Miss. I am afraid that we are but a poor village. Our hamlet has little in the way of the
sophistication you are undoubtedly in need of. Please! Travel to Trenthaven where all your needs
will be more safely met.” He tried to steer her back towards the town square and the remarkable
wagon bound for this wonderful town.
Kassi was intrigued by the elder’s emphasis on ‘safely’ but tried to sound tired and weary. “Oh,
but I have only now arrived here at your hamletted town and I...”
{HAMLETTED!!!}She felt a wave of humour wash over her from Sebastian which threw her.
She paused. A look of irritation crossing her face. “I’m sorry. I’m trying really hard but, and...
I’m not talking to you.” She pointed at the Elder. “But your constant interruptions just get in the
way.” She looked up and across meaningfully at where the mechanoid sat hidden outside of the
town also sending her words telepathically.
{Kassi Luv.}
{Oh don’t Kassi luv me you... you... Surface Engineer Bot.}
{Lass. Something is happening over at the monastery.}
As he spoke a bell tolled mournfully and Kassi sensed the people around her grow tense. The air
perceptibly grew colder despite the brightness of the sunline.
A worried look appeared on the man’s face and he grabbed her arm more violently this time. “I
am afraid lass that it is a little too late to catch that wagon now. Hows about a little drink?”
Without waiting he bundled her into a nearby tavern. Not the worst idea of the day she thought.
Inside Kassi could see that the bar was frozen in a moment of casual drinking and merriment.
Cards were dropped onto tables and some sat frozen their drinks halfway to their lips. Each face
held the same panic that gripped the people outside; even more so when they looked up and saw
her.
“I knows what I’m doin’, alrights?” the man said hastily to the room, ignoring Kassi entirely.
1

See Kassi and the Tower of Women.

“Rebecca, me fine lass. Is that room of yours free?”
The barmaid nodded mutely.
“Well, lass,” he said to Kassi. “Looks like we’ll need a wee chat before our distinguished guests
arrive.”
{Sebastian?} she asked.
{They LOOK like monks. Hair shaved into whorls, brown hessian habits, wooden symbols—
most likely some religious iconography— either carried aloft or hanging around their necks,
alongside bad teeth and smelly feet.} he added quietly. {Although I may have made up the last
two.}
{How many?} she asked.
{Ten, no twelve. As far as I can tell—and my scans can only be incomplete at this distance—
they are completely unarmed.}
{Then why this panic in town? They must outnumber these men a hundred to one.}
Sebastian had no answer so remained silent.
The man almost pushed her into the small upstairs room. It was large enough to hold a good
sized bed, a washstand and a rickety wooden chair. No wardrobe but then what occurred here
probably didn’t need much in the way of secured clothing. Kassi stood with her back to the
nearest wall and waited her body tensed and ready for any attack. The man instead sat heavily
down on the bed.
“Oh. Don’t worry, lass. You’re pretty enough but we have other more pressing matters at hand.
Why the bleedin’ hell couldn’t you just get out of town?”
“Oh, did you wish me to leave? I could not tell.”
He looked up at her his full lips now a thin tense line, obviously her sarcasm was unhelpful. “The
monks’ll be here soon and the Builders knows what they’ll think. What with you here.”
“Why is everyone so afraid?” she asked, adding. “In my experience the religious are even less
likely to fight than normal.”
“These monks are more... religious than the norm, miss.”
“Kassi.”
“Eh?”

“I am called Kassi.”
“Aye, well your name will be of little importance when the monks arrive. Cul’Cuyn, by the
ways.” He held out a hand and they shook. Kassi liked the man. Despite the dire situation his
eyes still held laughter and warmth, which seeped into the lines of his face.
“Have you any weapons? If you cannot defend yourselves then I can.”
Cul’Cuyn smiled sadly. “Oh you remind me of my brother. What he could’na do with a sword.
He thought as you do.” Cul’Cuyn sighed heavily. “And the monks had him killed. Our own
father led him away to the cleansing fire. That was before the bastards took him too.” He made
the ‘cleansing fire’ sound less than wholesome; less than ‘cleansing.’
“They are only twelve men walking into your village. I can defend you; and Sebastian my friend
will help against those left at the monastery.”
He shook his head. “You don’t understand miss. It’s not just the monks. They have the village in
the palm of their hands. They bring ‘The Truth’ which sets you free apparently but mostly it sets
you against your neighbour and builds walls between brothers. Many have come to believe what
they say, and in truth the words they use are honeyed and subtle; what they say appears well and
good; but for the consequences which comes from such words.”
“An actual cleansing fire?” Kassi asked.
The man nodded sadly, his face long and drawn as he recalled those who had died. Yet even in
sadness there was something attractive about him.
“I know not how y’can tell there be twelve men a-comin’ but understand they come with a power
of words that sweeps all before them. Words that seemingly alter the world around you even as
you listen. I swear that the Procurator could tell us that the grass was black an’ coal green an’
people would believe him.” He glanced around uneasily as though expecting men to burst into
the room at any instant.
“Then I’ll leave immediately. I’m obviously putting you in danger by being here.”
“No!” He stood and held her arms firmly, his scent filled her senses. Kassi blushed at the
thoughts that rose unbidden. “They may not have seen you arrive but now that the bells ring
every eye will be on the lookout for the unusual. We may be a large enough village but dressed
so, or dressed as any woman in the village, you’ll stand out in a second. They have enough
‘brothers and sisters’ here that you’ll not take more than a dozen steps before the call would be
sounded.”
Kassi looked at him. His green eyes still smiling warmly in spite of his dour talk and the lines
that formed around the edges of his eyes and mouth sculptured his looks pleasingly. She smiled
back and said innocently. “And what are you proposing good master, Cul’Cuyn? There appears
little in the way of hiding places in this room. Even a blind wife could find her husband with

another in this bed.” Kassi knew well enough the use of such ‘rooms’ in taverns. Somehow it
was a universal feature of village life the length of Ah’kis along with greedy traders and lightfingered cardsharps.
“Well now, miss. I would not wish to presume.”
Kassi smiled openly, fingering the lace of her dress. “Presume away, sir elder.”
Cul’Cuyn said as he began to unbutton his shirt. “I am in fact an unmarried man, and it is well
known that I be on the lookout for a girl to call me own.”
Kassi smiled and slowly undid the fiddly buttons on her dress. “Well, I’m not much of a girl,
elder Cul’Cuyn.” Stepping out of it as it fell to the floor she was gratified to see the man’s eyes
gleam in admiration.
“No; that is a fact.” He replied irreverently a broad smile on his face as his trousers fell to the
floor. He was obviously pleased. “But then beggars cannot be choosers and besides if we are
found than my status as an elder will most likely be in your favour.”
“MY favour?”
“Ah, well, now you see one of the ‘rules’ that they have is no sex outside of the marriage bed.”
They slipped under the covers and Kassi bit back a shiver as the cold sheets drew the warmth out
of her. They snuggled together to conserve body heat—she told herself.
“And yet here you are an unmarried man,” she replied, copying his mocking tone. “And I an
unmarried woman,”
“Aye. Tho’ to be fair this was someone’s marriage bed once.”
They kissed and she felt his tongue begin to tentatively explore her body, followed by other body
parts. So wrapped up were they in the ‘pretence’ that neither heard the man at the door until he
pulled the now quite warm sheet away from them.
Kassi was on top and Cul’Cuyn instantly pulled her too him hiding her face from the intruder.
“Initiate!” Cul’Cuyn stumbled the words out even as the young monk averted his eyes. The elder
could not help but smile before reasserting a look of embarrassment mixed with concern. “I
apologise. I... we must have not heard the bell for if we had done so then we...” He left the words
unsaid.
The young monk’s dark skin further reddened as he looked up at the ceiling and away from the
smirking elder. “I... we thought... I heard a noise from this... room. You... you are far from home,
Elder Morgaine.”
“Ah... yes. Well. This is Kassi, my wife-to-be, and well... ... it would be hard to explore how...

compatible we are at home and so I thought...”
The young man reddened even more. “Fornication out of wedlock is frowned upon, Elder.” His
words were flat and hurried as though they were words he knew but was reluctant to say or even
think on.
“But a loveless marriage would be a curse; no!?”
“No... Yes... I mean... That would be up to The God Elder. Ah... but perhaps I should leave you...
two... too... eh... I’ll go.” With that he shut the door, softly, behind him and they heard him rush
down the wooden stairs two steps at a time. Kassi almost laughed aloud.
“Thank the Builders it was a young initiate. I fear an older monk would have strung us both up.”
Cul’Cuyn relaxed into the mattress—mostly.
“Well. I reckon we ought to continue the exploration of our ‘compatibility’,” Kassi murmured in
his ear. “After all I hate to leave a thing half done.”
Cul’Cuyn grinned and rolled her over so that he lay on top.

The monks swept into the small town their hearts ablaze with love and compassion; and their
eyes on the search for sin. A deadly combination if ever there was one. It was with love that they
examined the townsfolks hearts and minds in search of the smallest deviation, the tiniest fault. It
was with the utmost compassion that they noted how the people failed to reach the heights of
belief; and it was with a saddened heart when they had to correct or alter someone’s
misconception.
They felt each loss personally, as an affront to their belief; an attack on their very souls. Why;
the men and women of the town were the epitome of a test. Each lost soul a personal failure that
touched every monk deeply and encouraged them to search more intensely. Each loss called
upon them to look more intensely until these fallen few could be saved. It was their duty after all.
The others had locked the gates to the monastery lest the vileness that polluted the outside world
found its way in and now these dozen brave and fervent warriors of The God ventured back into
the town to cleanse it of evil.
Sectious, the lead monk—the Procurator—brought a handful of men to the house of Ceril, a
town Elder of longstanding. Without waiting they forced their way into his home and Sectious
looked around with compassion and not a little triumph. Until now they had been reluctant to
target so high a town Elder but now Sectious felt the warmth of The God fill him. Along the
length of the hallway hung tapestries and paintings, idols no doubt, in gilt frames. The canvases
were useless but the wood could be burnt and the gold recovered.
Statues in bronze and marble stood, some blatantly naked and Sectious knew that he had the
Elder at last. Here in his own home he had felt protected by the false gods he still profaned to

call upon; the Builders. Here the old man had relaxed and gazed upon such evil but no more. The
lead monk wondered if books written in runes beyond man’s understanding and texts about
abominations would litter the place. Such men as Ceril often blasphemed not just with art and
statuary but also books. Reading was to be for the righteous only, and then only certain books.
Men’s minds were particularly prone to misunderstanding a verse without help from someone
more holy; someone such as Sectious himself. Ceril had often dared question the faith. The
man—obviously under the influence of some foul evil—had even tried to ‘find a solution’ as if
they—the monks—were the problem.
Sectious looked forward to the trial. He had already prepared his testimony and closing
statement. The briar had been collected and soon the novices would bring it into the town square.
It had been months since they had found a sinner but HE had known that they were there, in the
darkness causing pain and suffering. He would release this man—and of course his family—by
cleansing fire into The God’s loving arms. If the Elder confessed. Well in truth Sectious had little
concern over that. Wherever the man went he would no longer be an obstacle to the order.
“Lord Procurator.” An older monk prostrated himself before Sectious. “Shall we cover the
statue’s inflaming genitals as before?”
The tall Procurator sadly shook his head. “Nay, Brother Simalle. The God warns us of idols. No!
We smash the marble and take the bronze back to the monastery. Why how many souls has this
evil man defiled? How many maidens has he broken or murdered even?” The older monk gasped
at the word murder. None had ever spoken about such a thing before but Sectious decided that a
high Elder needed a higher crime for which he would be found guilty. The Procurator also knew
that bronze always brought a good amount of coin in.
Elsewhere his initiates were cleansing the streets and homes. Ensuring that morality remained
and espied behaviours worth informing on. A rundown temple—once a proud relic to The
Builders—was further stripped of marble for the monastery. The two monks sent there were
tasked with smashing the idolatrous statues—those of sellable bronze or gold had been
appropriated months ago—and the frescos already covered the new flooring in the monastery
dining room. A handful of facades were set aside to be refurnished for the Procurators private
rooms.
The blessed—those embracing The God—came in their droves to ‘confess’ their brothers
weakness’, and the church—a building slowly encroaching upon the old temple site—was
gradually growing in stature. Sectious stepped out into the harried atmosphere of the town and
smiled to himself. People bent in a hurry, concerned over their souls, were much easier to... lead
in worship of The God. Soon there would be no unbelief, no unbeliever left. Sectious was tired.
Collating the six hundred ‘suggestions’ for a monastic life and living by them was hard. Only the
knowledge that as Procurator he had added ‘benefits’ helped him bring peace to the town.
Sectious ordered the stake and firewood brought down from the Monastery and handed one of
the older brothers his list of pre-written sins Elder Ceril had committed. He was tired and in no
mood for a cleansing fire. He felt able to entrust that to the others. Instead he slowly walked back
to the walled enclosure on the edge of town where a luxuriously warm bath now awaited him. He

considered the large breasted red haired woman he had ‘saved’ just the month before. She would
undoubtedly be in need of cleansing herself. He smiled inwardly at his good fortune.

Kassi heard the cries first. She rolled out of the bed and looked out from the narrow window. The
thick bevelled glass distorted the world below but she could see people hurry to and fro with a
sense of panic obvious even from there.
“They’ve prob’ly found a sinner.” Cul’Cuyn said, solemnly standing by her side. His warmth
touched her gently and Kassi felt a flicker of desire; but she had come here to set a problem
straight. Time aplenty for (more) sex later.
“Sinner? That’s not a word I recognise.”
“It means to do something wrong,” he replied flatly.
“We all do plenty things wrong. What exactly do you mean?”
He grimaced wearily. “Aye, now, there’s the rub. It all depends upon what the great and mighty
Lord Procurator decides. It can be a small thing, a word spoken in jest or a slight not meant. Or it
can be an imagined wrong.”
“Imagined!?” Kassi exclaimed before continuing. “If there are imagined wrongs how can you
NOT cause injury?”
“Now y’see the problem,” he said ruefully.
Sebastian spoke. {They believe in a God who existed before the builders. From what little I can
discern it revolves around a number of pre-journey religions; which in itself is bizarre. Earth had
any number of gods with some religions holding to multitudes of deities. To focus on a small
number when any broad reading would show...}
{Sebastian!}
{My apologies, lass. Still this concept of a ‘god’ before the builders brings them into conflict
with most of Ah’kis.}The Builders were a fantastical people seen as almost gods to the people of
Ah’kis. But then it was obvious that the world had been built. Sebastian had often insinuated as
much himself. Admittedly he did also speak of planets and suns as spherical objects hanging in
space without falling so Kassi took much the mechanoid said with a pinch of salt.
Still, how could you believe in a god from before the world!? Even with the time she had spent
with Sebastian the concept of ‘outside’ held no meaning for her, nor anyone else. Ah’kis was all
there was. Cul’Cuyn looked down as a group of monks—obvious in their austere clothing—
dragged an elderly man towards the town square. “Fuck! They’ve finally plucked up the courage
to take Ceril.”

Kassi considered a second or two before saying. “I can be back within the half hour. Sebastian
will back me. They are ONLY twelve men and boys. Despite their teachings I doubt a single
man will stand in my way as I dispatch them to their imagined wrongs.”
“And the fifty at the monastery?”
“It is my experience that the religious man rarely inhabits the same body as the fighting man.”
“Fifty young and willing men who may well be keen to die for their beliefs?” He asked. “I have
seen this bastard ‘test’ his own monks wi’ flame. Some’ll die for him no doubt.”
“Then join me. The three of us...”
{Kassi luv.}
“What, Sebastian?” She spoke and sent her thoughts out.
{The elder is correct. There are not only too many but most border on the fanatical.}
She explained what Sebastian had said to Cul’Cuyn before replying. “We can skirmish. Slowly
whittle them down until the whole Order has been eliminated.”
{You would make martyrs of many. In the eyes of the people here you would be the villain.}
She shrugged. “So?”
{Kassi. You wish to kill those whose faith you do not share; those whom you consider full of
evil. Is that correct?}
“Yes.”
{But that is only what they also wish to accomplish. Except in their case they would view the
evil residing within you. Can you not see that this is a problem for which a sword is ill-suited?}
As Sebastian’s word struck home she fell silent.
“Your friend is correct. To face them, confront them as my brother did, will do no good other
than encourage ‘em in their beliefs. This is a war of the mind. Where ideas and thoughts hold
more sway than a sword or shield no matter how pretty th’ woman holding them is. And you’d
have more than just the monastery to deal with. Many here have committed themselves to a life
with their One God. They have invested heavily and would resist any change no matter how
easier. Would you also kill the people living here?”
Kassi stood impotently in silence. The pyre below bloomed red and yellow.

{Listen to him Kassi, please. To confront such beliefs only serves to prove to them that they are
persecuted because of their beliefs. Even to ignore them will only further confirm the truth of
their beliefs. There is no easy answer I am afraid.}
“Then we can stay and plant better beliefs,” she said forlornly.
“Aye, an’ if y’have a decade or two to do that then I’ll be happy to marry you after all.”
{And even then there is a chance that you will only reinforce such beliefs by confronting them
only with words. Besides this may be the monks’ only official sanctuary but they have a number
of proselytes out scouring the towns for new converts. Defeat them here and you will only have
to hunt down every last one of them. This is a battle you cannot win, Kassi.} Sebastian sounded
melancholy.
Kassi looked down at her hands. She had killed men and women; defeated dwarfs and trolls.
Confronted mechs and foul tentacled creatures, but an idea? Where could she stab it? Where to
cut a vein or chop off a limb? Even as she considered a roar of hollow joy erupted. The old man
was dead. The monks and their ideas about a God dispersed, returning to their austere monastery.
She turned to the man at her side and said hurriedly. “Come with me! We can be far from here
by nightfall.”
“And leave my remaining friends at their cold mercies?”
“But you will die if you stay.”
“And life on the road is peaceful and danger free?” he replied.
Her eyes answered for her.
He continued. “I’ll stay. This is me home and it’s otherwise a fine one. The people deserve better
an’ who knows p’haps I’ll manage t’turn th’ tide against this God o’ theirs.”
Kassi felt a pit balloon in her stomach and she tried to hide her fear from this man who she had
met only an hour or so before.
He ran a hand under her chin. “Well, this is a buggeration if ever there was.”
They kissed and she left—at nightfall. She looked back twice. Both times Cul’Cuyn stood at the
edge of the town watching her leave. The third time she looked back he had gone. She never saw
him again. From deep inside memories of her brother flooded upwards almost drowning her in
despair and pain.
She and Sebastian continued the journey northwards in silence.
THE END
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THE CASTLE OUROBOROS by Rob Bliss
Chapter One
From the letterbox, my April issue of The Strand had arrived, sent to me by an old English
medical colleague (held up by the post for seven months, I dare say—it was now November).
Along with my native language, German, I spoke and read fluent English (as well as French,
Spanish, and some Russian), so I would have no difficulty reading the latest prose pieces the
London magazine offered.
I had also received a piece of correspondence from another old friend—a roommate of mine at
the University of Vienna, who had been studying politics and law. The vellum letter was held
closed with a wax stamp showing the ancient symbol of a snake devouring its own tail.
An Ouroboros.
The letter read:
Friedrich Heine
42 Zedlitzgasse
Vienna
My Dear Friedrich,
It has been an age since we last lifted a stein of Ottakringer Dunkles at the Bierhof, but I hope
you haven’t forgotten your old University of Vienna alum, Kasimir.
I must make this correspondence short, but please do not misconstrue such a communique as
untoward. My studies have now ended, although I have yet to set up any practice.
For a very important reason:
I may have mentioned to you my sister, Cybele, but if I have not, I sincerely apologize. It is due
to her fragile health that I have waylaid my journey into either the political or legal arenas.
None of the doctors whom I have gathered to her bedside seem to be able to provide an adequate
diagnosis of her constitution. Some form of dementia is their best estimation. All the medicine
they have tried does nothing to alleviate her tremors, her night terrors, her incessant brooding
with the occasional outbursts of such abrupt emotion that she horrifies yours truly.
I do not know if you have begun a medical practice as of yet, but if not, I cordially invite—
implore—you to visit and stay with myself and my sister at our family estate in the
Salzkammergut Mountains, near the village of Hallstatt.
You were always a dear friend, and your medical astuteness made all the professors take notice
and shower you with accolades. I have been assured by colleagues that you are a member of the

illustrious Wednesday Psychological Society at Berggasse 19 with the university’s docent,
Doctor Sigmund Freud. Don’t ask how I know—word amongst we alumni gets around quickly. I
do remember Herr Freud, and thought nothing of him particularly when I was studying. To be
frank, of course, I was in another discipline, but I recall you talking quite enthusiastically about
him and his theories of psychoanalysis. I feel that perhaps it is this method of medicine which
can best assist my sister, and I’m sure you are more than fluent in its language. I know nothing
of the study and am, thus, handicapped to help my sibling.
Enclosed are the detailed directions to Hallstatt. Send a letter if you can to affirm or deny your
availability, if you please. If you have gained success in your medical ventures, I wish you the
greatest of luck, and wonder if you would be able to recommend someone else, perhaps a
graduate student, to assist my sister. Naturally, I would prefer yourself, my roommate and friend,
and the greatest medical mind I have ever known.
I’ll be ever here until Cybele is relieved of her stress, by medical means or by corporeal
termination. I fear her bodily health will not long last the storms that batter her mind.
Your dutiful friend,
Kasimir Edler von Kohl
Kohl Castle
Hallstatt, Upper Austria
A fascinating plea, I thought. Kasimir may have made too much of my academic abilities, (and
his praise of me was a touch gratuitous—though perhaps that merely shone a light on his
desperation), but he was correct in one assumption. I was still meagrely a practicing physician. I
had just opened a small practice with only a few patients, building myself a slow career. I much
more preferred the psychoanalytical side of medicine, thus I was pondering the theories of
Doctor Freud with the rest of the Wednesday society (I did wonder how Kasimir knew). It was
much more thrilling than asking widows about their arthritis and gout. Still, one had to make a
living.
With this invitation, however, I felt that I could transfer my scant list of clients to other
physicians in the area, close shop, as they say, and enjoy a pleasant vacation in the Alps. The
Northern Limestone Alps were too much of a temptation for Vienna to keep me home.
I hastily sent of a quick reply confirming with my old friend that I would enjoy staying at his
estate and do what I could to assess his sister’s condition. (He had never mentioned her before,
wrapped up in his studies, as was I.) I then spent that week taking care of particulars and
ensuring that I wouldn’t ruin too much of my burgeoning medical career by closing it down. I
told Doctor Freud of my plans, and he encouraged my investigations into the dementia of
Kasimir’s sister. I promised to bring back a beginning diagnosis of her condition, which I would
then bring to the Wednesday meetings for a fuller assessment by a team of doctors of the mind.
Doctor Freud said he looked forward to helping me investigate the poor girl’s madness.
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK

Rob Bliss’ new book is now available from Necro Publications.
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WHO THEN KNOCKS UPON MY DOOR by Bruce Davies
Upon one dark and chilly night
So long before the dawning light
As I slept sound, in my arm chair
I heard a knocking then, just there
Awakened from my slumber deep
Up to the window pane I creep
My quest, to find who stood before
The ancient, worn and, wooden door
Outside, a mist obscured from view
All the world that once, I knew
And from the fog, a mewling cry
Enough to make mine own hairs rise
I then did speak, “Who goes thee there?”
“Who walks the frozen, midnight air?”
The hoarsest voice gave to reply
“Sir, let me in or, I may die.
“I am a child, orphaned this eve.
I have no place to sleep and grieve.
Please, open now and let me rest.
And surely gods will name thee blessed.”
Within the mist, a child’s form
Did stand there at, my home’s front door
Yet, something seemed there, so unreal
A truth mine eyes would not reveal
Deeper into the mists I peered
And found there what my soul had feared
Something stood behind the child
With gnashing teeth and eyes so wild
Though I attempt avert my eyes
By, unseen force was I denied
Then, dropped the veil from my sight
And more I wished that it not might

Wrapped in the mists, that lay behind
Its image there to smite my mind

A thing of horror, ages old
That lay untouched by icy cold
The lonely cry came once again
“Oh Sir, I’m cold, please let me in.”
I backed away from the pane
As if it were some earthly bane
Then through the glass, a sight revealed
A cherub face who’s skin’s been peeled
One eye gone and the other dead
Again the voice was in my head
“I only need a place to stay.
Until the sun can warm the day.
Have mercy sir, the night is long.
And I have done to thee no wrong.”
The ghastly sight did strike me dumb
With frozen voice and deadened tongue
But, through the lifeless, cherub gaze
A presence came, from end of days
I knew that I must break the spell
And make the thing reveal itself
Then I could banish it by name
Mayhap then, my soul be saved
Though I was bound by terror’s hold
I forced my voice return in whole
My feet held fast, I stood my ground
Against the cry’s unearthly sound
And then I speak again once more
“Who knocks now so upon my door?
For I have seen thy eldritch shape.
Behind thy puppet, held at nape.”
The voice then screamed within my head
“I am the crawling chaos dread!
A thousand needles in my mind
Tried once more, my tongue to bind
But now, the name, I knew well this
Return the thing to black abyss
Begone, oh thing upon my step.

I call thee Nyarlathotep!”
A scream then pierced me to the heart
I felt my world be torn apart
As then I fell, my mind went blank
In dark and brooding pool it sank
For untold time, I floated there
Until my lungs were forced with air
A painful beating in my chest
My soul leaped to surface crest
I felt a touch upon my face
A warmth with light and gentle grace
As my eyes opened, I could see
The dawning sun, revealed to me
The night was done, the thing had fled
No more to fill my soul with dread
I prayed that I had naught but dreamt
Of horror by some dark god sent
That by the light of brightest sun
The nightmare vision now be done
Then, through the window, lit by day
I scant believe what thither lay
Upon my stoop, a cherub glare
The rotting flesh lay open bare
A deathly grin upon the head
With one eye gone and, one eye dead
THE END
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REVIEW by John C Adams
The Fiends in the Furrows: An Anthology of Folk Horror

Ed. David T Neal and Christine M Scott (Nosetouch Press)
There’s nothing more satisfying than a short-story anthology that states clearly on the cover what
it is, and then goes on to deliver in spades.

This work kicks off with a natty little introduction from co-editor David M Neal delving into
What is Folk Horror? It’s a tricky question, given that the subgenre has something of a habit of
reaching out its tendrils, grabbing other types of horror story, and then dragging them back to its
lair. Neal includes Susan Cooper in his definition of folk horror (‘Weird fiction firmly rooted in
pagan tradition’), which I appreciated since she was one of my favourite authors when I was
growing up. FYI, Neal also includes M R James, Algernon Blackwood, Robert Aickman and
Arthur Machen, in his list of classic examples.

Of the nine stories in this anthology, my attention was immediately drawn to Eric J Guignard’s
‘The First Order of Whaleyville’s Divine Basilisk Handlers’. Proof that a striking title never hurt
a story!
Basilisks are crossing the Nolichucky River and some folks from Kingsport have bagged a few
already, at least that’s the tale the narrator hears on the night of Murrell’s barn dance: when he
can tear his thoughts away from romance, that is, and his more immediate enemy: other lads
trying to win the affections of Rosalie Jacobs.

“Ronny and Carter shook their heads somber as grave diggers. Luke Holder was older’n us, sized
the three of us together, and meaner than a pecker full of sin. It was the cruel joke of the county
that he was good looking too, with a big, perfect smile that made gals do funny things.”
I loved this tale for the authenticity of its voice.
Stephanie Ellis’s The Way of the Mother strikes an entirely different tone, and one of the things I
admired about this anthology was the variety of style it contained. It never hurts to remember
just how varied folk horror can be.
Every year, Johnny Hedgerow strides into the village of Cropsoe, in the Weald, and announces
his arrival to the land that needs his loving care as a servant of Hweol, the Wheel, the circle of
life. He’s not going to let the coldness of his reception from the villagers get in the way, but
other, darker forces are also at work.
“I have pulled aside the veil between our worlds,” said Johnny, “and now you see where the
Wheelborn come from, the roots of your families. This is Hweol’s realm. He is Nature’s consort
and it is she who has granted him ownership of the Weald.”
Roll on volume 2!
Enjoy!
THE END
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THE AMAZING DEAD (PART TWO) by GK Murphy
In Hallow Bar police station in Sydney, Officer Cody Barrett took time to miss precious minutes
of watching his Aussie Football team’s play-off live from Adelaide on the TV, to check on the
girl in Cell 13, the 18 year old who for no reason that evening had assaulted a postal courier
during his round, causing severe damage to his skull, ensuring an overnight stay in hospital. It
was a serious crime, at the end of the day, and charges had been pressed by the courier’s family,
meaning the girl had to go before a barrister the following morning for sentencing.
Apparently her name was Linda Lawson, who since her past three hours in the cells in the
constabulary, had spent most of that time sleeping.
Cody chuckled upon each visit to the cells he paid, since she snored like a pig.
But Linda had come into the constabulary injured with a bloody arm and nasty gash, which was a
wound that had to be dressed and examined by the local GP, who dressed it, saying it was only
minor. Asked how the wound came about, Linda simply replied, “Fuck you, mind your own
damned business, you don’t own me!”
To be truthful, it looked like a dog bite, yet when the GP examined the girl, there seemed no
threat of rabies or such, or even infection, since he verified it was merely nothing more than a
scratch.
Before going to sleep in Cell 13, Linda had removed the dressing to expose the wound.
The gash on her arm was most certainly infected and required seeing to by a sober GP, since Dr
Randolph Kirk was a drunken incompetent fool who lived in the bottle and would die that way. It
would have to be seen in the morning before her court appearance. She needed hospital
treatment—however, that wasn’t going to happen at 3.30am, as the time was right now.
Cody Barrett and Paul Stevenson were the sole two coppers in the station at this ungodly hour,
made even worse by the fact the TV had shut down and no channels were broadcasting for some
bloody bizarre reason, and only the local Magic Radio station worked, blending a mix of late 70s
and early 80s songs to help the men breeze through the wee small hours until dawn, which
wasn’t far off to be truthful. There may have been three more hours of darkness left in the day.
Suddenly, Officer Stevenson’s persistence paid off and he finally discovered a late-night news
channel in operation, but the picture was fuzzy and required readjustment by serious knobtwiddling and patience, which he might as well have done—either this, or like his buddy Cody
Barrett, rest his head on his desk, close his eyes and sleep the remainder of his shift away—
worked for Cody, that is when he wasn’t checking on the crazy girl in Cell 13.
It was that time already.
“I’m going to check on Miss Lawson, Paul,” Cody said, rubbing the sleep from his eyes, “Maybe
I should get her some water. She’s had nothing to eat or drink in hours.”

Paul jested, “She’ll give you a blowjob for a can of cola!”
“Bollocks…” said Cody, flipping Paul the middle-finger.
The two men chortled as Stevenson persisted with the TV.
In the cells area, Cody approached Cell 13 to see young Linda, who he had to admit, most
probably would have given him a blowjob for some pop since she did seem rebellious enough
and spritely.
However, Cody was in for a surprise.
He heard Paul shout from the room above, “Jesus, Cody, you won’t fucking believe this—it is
totally fucking bonkers insane. The whole country has gone nuts!”
Cody ignored his work buddy. Paul was a recovering alcoholic and not fit for the force. His
absinthe addiction was spiralling out of control lately. Apart from that, he was often discovered
in Soho bumming young boys. How he kept his job was a complete mystery, yet he did, and that
was weirder than Aussie Rules Football and its weird rules.
Cody’s eyes widened in horror and his mouth fell open. Like a child when he was told to open
wide by mother, who then stated there was a train coming, as she spooned in the beans.
“Fuck me,” he said, aghast, “What the holy fuck?”
Her face was twisted out of all recognition as she floated so near to the cell’s ceiling, her clothes
torn, ripped—and underneath, in the folds of her clothes, as mouldy loose flesh draped from her
bones. Her mouth was a crooked grin, a mockery of the once girlish smile, for her teeth were
protruding, no longer teeth but two rows of fangs. The teeth were so razor-sharp they had
shredded her lips. The zombie glared down at Cody from above, and the policeman was unable
to look away. Such was the weird hypnotic gaze that lured him nearer. Soon, it demanded he
place his key in the lock and open the cell door to release the deformed, grotesque beast within—
which wasn’t exactly a door, but more of a metal gate.
Upstairs, Paul yelled, “Cody, you have to see this, mate! The whole of Sydney is overrun by
fucking corpses!”
On the Main Floor of the constabulary upstairs, away from Cody a zombie-girl, Paul watched the
TV intently, fixated on the screen and unawares of the horrors just outside the station on the very
streets.
But these amazing creatures were not just corpses. These fuckers were flying corpses. Somehow
they managed to float like ghostly apparitions, soaring in and out of wind pockets, taking to the
higher atmosphere of the city. However, not only this, since they were attacking the living as

only zombies did, and when they did this, they devoured their prey, taking chunks of flesh out of
their human counterparts bodies.
Paul Stevenson wasn’t aware of this yet.
Reaching down to his leather holdall beneath his desk, he extracted a half-empty bottle of
absinthe and took a huge slurp from it, enough to heat his insides and belly, or just enough to
restore faith in the world around him, as if his local Sydney community would conquer these
problems with minimum fuss and simply return to normal, or that Australia would brush itself
down and just carry on.
Scared now, Paul squatted behind the desk.
However, this was not for long…
He hurriedly scurried across the station floor to make sure the building front entrance doors were
locked and bolted. Elated, he cried out with glee as he realized Cody must have shut them up for
the night when he came on shift, the beautiful bastard!
He rushed back to his desk, grabbed the bottle and took another huge swig and suddenly
appeared pleased as he felt the burn deep in his belly when it melded with his innards, where the
booze mixed with the majority of his other bodily fluids to procure the desired effect—after all,
it was all about the burn, the pain, the heat—it reassured the body and soul, and it warmed the
very cockles. Paul Stevenson knew he was an alcoholic but fuck did he care!
Looking through the windows onto the street from his position at his desk, Paul watched the
floating zombies, they were absolutely everywhere, elevated in the atmosphere like stereotypical
ghosts, phantoms, spirits—only these ones could seriously cause damage, since they had teeth
and they bit.
They ate the flesh of humans. This was an amazing form of zombie.
They were the amazing dead.
Paul screamed as he felt Linda Lawson sink her fangs into the side of his neck. She had crept up
from behind, let loose from Cell 13 in the station basement, and now she was free to cause havoc
in the station, or in the outside world—the Sydney community—and bring about a whole lot of
crazy shit and much bloodshed.
Blood oozed from Stevenson’s throat, as the zombie girl slurped and gargled as she sucked it up
and swallowed it greedily, wanting as much as she could muster with the damage she caused
through her bite alone. As he attempted to scream in pain, blood festooned high into the
atmosphere from the wound in his neck as his Adam’s Apple fragmented, in wide arcs, when
dying Paul noticed his buddy Cody Barrett standing nearby, dishevelled and diseased, another
one of which had joined the masses of amazing dead floating in the air over Sydney’s streets,

feasting on early-morning commuters, in vehicles, on the subways, on their way to school or
work, many died at the hands of these living corpses.
In a pool of thick, sticky crimson, Paul slumped as life drained from him and he could breathe no
more. His heart eventually stopped ad ceased to beat, only to seconds later be fully revived as he
transformed into one of the monsters that stole his mortality. His eyes opened and he quickly
stood. Yes, he was one of them at last.
It did not take long to transform.
Together, all three zombies walked towards the entrance, where Cody Barrett reached out and
unlocked the doors. They looked up to the skies and then at each other, whilst they recognized
the full magnitude of the situation, and that together with this mass of floating kindred, they were
at one with the entire network of dead. They were unstoppable in the world and soon the planet
would be overrun and dominated by the dead. Sydney in Australia was just the beginning, the
very tip of the blood-tinted iceberg. It would spread like a rash across countries and continents.
The human race and all Mankind didn’t stand a chance, for the dead were learning, getting
versatile, even more intelligent in order to succeed in their quest for dominance and supremacy.
And to think, it all started with a drunken priest and a secret pact with the dead.
THE END
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THE SEARCH FOR ASTRA PALACE by Gregory KH Bryant
Part Fifty Eight
“Carter? How are we going to think our way out of this?” Lacey asked.
“Just keep yer eyes open, babe. If it moves, kill it. Keep quiet, and be ready for any goddamn
thing,” Ward answered.
The further they crawled through the tortured tunnels, the more Ward came to suspect that
something had gone wrong.
“Hold on a second, babe,” Ward said, holding up his hand.
“Yes? What is it?” Lacey asked.
“Dunnit it seem kinda quiet now?”
“Ye…es,” Lacey replied, uncertainly.
“We don’t have that Dal character laughing his ass off at us. Or Turhan Mot, or the rest of his
putrid gang for that matter.”
“And hasn’t that been a blessed relief?” Lacey asked with a sad smile.
Ward’s laugh was a bark. Somehow, his rude laughter gave her comfort.
“Yeah, it is that, babe. And I’ll tell you what else it is.”
“Oh?” Lacey prompted.
“Yeah, what it is, is it’s making me suspect that we must have fucked up Dal’s shit when I tossed
that grenade back there. That was a helluva blast, wudn’t it?”
It was Lacey’s turn to laugh.
“Hehehe,” she tittered. “Yes, it was. I was afraid you got your legs blown off.”
“Nah, not yet, anyway, deliciousness,” Ward vouchsafed Lacey another of his rare miles. Lacey
had proven to be made of pretty tough stuff. She was making a very good travelling companion.
That pleased Ward.
“So what I’m thinking is that little kaboom we wrote with Dal’s grenades has maybe shut down
the boy’s electronics, at least around here. No juice here.”
“We do have light, at least a bit,” Lacey observed.

Ward scowled, then looked about.
“You called that one right, babe,” he said.
“What does it mean?” Lacey asked.
“It means the blowout was uneven, I’m guessing. We blew out pieces of the structures down
here, but not all of them,”
“So, what do we do?” Lacey asked.
“Seems we hit on a bit of luck. We stick to the shadows, and maybe these jackasses will miss us
completely.”
“And then what?” Lacey asked. “What happens when we get out of these cages?”
“We’ll burn that bridge when we get to it, babe. For right now, let’s keep our eyes open and be
ready to shoot.”
“Okay, Carter. I’ll do what you say.”

Horst Dal’s temper changed precipitously. Ward had guessed right. The blast from the grenades
did indeed destroy the cameras, wiring and circuits of the blacked-out regions.
Some two dozen of his entourage and intimates, gathered in his suites to share the spectacle of
Ward’s execution watched in silence as Horst Dal’s technicians worked furiously to find the
cause of the malfunction.
In the centre of the suite was a large glass sphere filled with an agglomeration of holographic
cages, wires, broken ladders and slides. It was brightly lit throughout, except for those spots that
were black with shadow. The sphere was itself some six feet in diameter, permitting a generous
and detailed view of the arena. Within it were many bright collections of pixels. Each collection
of pixels represented a human form. There were, at that count, somewhere between twenty and
thirty.
Throughout were numerous stationary objects, identified as weapons of various kinds, bottles of
water—to prolong the agony, of course. The technicians were working hard to isolate the cause
of the malfunctions, while those in attendance, Horst Dal’s entourage maintained a decorum of a
delicate silence. Though Horst Dal was far better a leader than to lose his temper in public, yet
still, those closest to him were well aware of the passions that stirred his heart, and found it
wisest not to antagonize those passions.
“What is it,” Horst Dal asked, “that causes this malfunction?”

“Oh, Horst Dal, it is something either internal or external to your map of the arena. If it is
something internal to the map here, we can repair it quickly. If it external, then we will have to
send teams of searchers to flush the man out.”
Horst Dal scowled.
“How long will it be before we settle this question?” he demanded.
“Oh, Horst Dal, your servant believes that his team shall be able to provide an answer to that
question within a very few minutes.”
CONTINUES NEXT ISSUE
Now available from Schlock! Publications: Carter Ward—Space Rat by Gregory KH Bryant.
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ERIC BRIGHTEYES by H Rider Haggard
XVIII: How Earl Atli Found Eric and Skallagrim on the Southern Rocks of Straumey Isle
Swanhild, robed in white, as though new risen from sleep, stood, candle in hand, by the bed of
Atli the Earl, her lord, crying “Awake!”
“What passes now?” said Atli, lifting himself upon his arm. “What passes, Swanhild, and why
dost thou ever wander alone at nights, looking so strangely? I love not thy dark witch-ways,
Swanhild, and I was wed to thee in an ill hour, wife who art no wife.”
“In an ill hour indeed, Earl Atli,” she answered, “an ill hour for thee and me, for, as thou hast
said, eld and youth are strange yokefellows and pull different paths. Arise now, Earl, for I have
dreamed a dream.”
“Tell it to me on the morrow, then,” quoth Atli; “there is small joyousness in thy dreams, that
always point to evil, and I must bear enough evil of late.”
“Nay, lord, my rede may not be put aside so. Listen now: I have dreamed that a great dragon of
war has been cast away upon Straumey’s south-western rocks. The cries of those who drowned
rang in my ears. But I thought that some came living to the shore, and lie there senseless, to
perish of the cold. Arise, therefore, take men and go down to the rocks.”
“I will go at daybreak,” said Atli, letting his head fall upon the pillow. “I have little faith in such
visions, and it is too late for ships of war to try the passage of the Firth.”
“Arise, I say,” answered Swanhild sternly, “and do my bidding, else I will myself go to search
the rocks.”
Then Atli rose grumbling, and shook the heavy sleep from his eyes: for of all living folk he most
feared Swanhild his wife. He donned his garments, threw a thick cloak about him, and, going to
the hall where men snored around the dying fires, for the night was bitter, he awoke some of
them. Now among those men whom he called was Hall of Lithdale, Hall the mate who had cut
the grapnel-chain. For this Hall, fearing to return to Iceland, had come hither saying that he had
been wounded off Fareys, in the great fight between Eric and Ospakar’s men, and left there to
grow well of his hurt or die. Then Atli, not knowing that the carle lied, had bid him welcome for
Eric’s sake, for he still loved Eric above all men.
But Hall loved not labour and nightfarings to search for shipwrecked men of whom the Lady
Swanhild had chanced to dream. So he turned himself upon his side and slept again. Still, certain
of Atli’s folk rose at his bidding, and they went together down to the south-western rocks.
But Swanhild, a cloak thrown over her night-gear, sat herself in the high seat of the hall and
fixing her eyes, now upon the dying fires and now upon the blood-marks in her arm, waited in
silence. The night was cold and windy, but the moon shone bright, and by its light Atli and his
people made their way to the south-western rocks, on which the sea beat madly.

“What lies yonder?” said Atli, pointing to some black things that lay beneath them upon the rock,
cast there by the waves. A man climbed down the cliff’s side that is here as though it were cut in
steps, and then cried aloud:
“A ship’s mast, new broken, lord.”
“It seems that Swanhild dreams true,” muttered Atli; “but I am sure of this: that none have come
ashore alive in such a sea.”
Presently the man who searched the rocks below cried aloud again:
“Here lie two great men, locked in each other’s arms. They seem to be dead.”
Now all the men climb down the slippery rocks as best they may, though the spray wets them,
and with them goes Atli. The Earl is a brisk man, though old in years, and he comes first to
where the two lie. He who was undermost lay upon his back, but his face is hid by the thick
golden hair that flowed across it.
“Man’s body indeed, but woman’s locks,” said Atli as he put out his hand and drew the hair
away, so that the light of the moon fell on the face beneath.
He looked, then staggered back against the rock.
“By Thor!” he cried, “here lies the corpse of Eric Brighteyes!” and Atli wrung his hands and
wept, for he loved Eric much.
“Be not so sure that the men are dead, Earl,” said one, “I thought I saw yon great carle move but
now.”
“He is Skallagrim Lambstail, Eric’s Death-shadow,” said Atli again. “Up with them, lads—see,
yonder lies a plank—and away to the hall. I will give twenty in silver to each of you if Eric
lives,” and he unclasped his cloak and threw it over both of them.
Then with much labour they loosed the grip of the two men one from the other, and they set
Skallagrim on the plank. But eight men bore Eric up the cliff between them, and the task was not
light, though the Earl held his head, from which the golden hair hung like seaweed from a rock.
At length they came to the hall and carried them in. Swanhild, seeing them come, moved down
from the high seat.
“Bring lamps, and pile up the fires,” cried Atli. “A strange thing has come to pass, Swanhild, and
thou dost dream wisely, indeed, for here we have Eric Brighteyes and Skallagrim Lambstail.
They were locked like lovers in each other’s arms, but I know not if they are dead or living.”
Now Swanhild started and came on swiftly. Had the Familiar tricked her and had she paid the

price for nothing? Was Eric taken from Gudruda and given to her indeed—but given dead? She
bent over him, gazing keenly on his face. Then she spoke.
“He is not dead but senseless. Bring dry clothes, and make water hot,” and, kneeling down, she
loosed Eric’s helm and harness and ungirded Whitefire from his side.
For long Swanhild and Atli tended Eric at one fire, and the serving women tended Skallagrim at
the other. Presently there came a cry that Skallagrim stirred, and Atli with others ran to see. At
this moment also the eyes of Eric were unsealed, and Swanhild saw them looking at her dimly
from beneath. Moved to it by her passion and her joy that he yet lived, Swanhild let her face fall
till his was hidden in her unbound hair, and kissed him upon the lips. Eric shut his eyes again,
sighing heavily, and presently he was asleep. They bore him to a bed and heaped warm
wrappings upon him. At daybreak he woke, and Atli, who sat watching at his side, gave him hot
mead to drink.
“Do I dream?” said Eric, “or is it Earl Atli who tends me, and did I but now see the face of
Swanhild bending over me?”
“It is no dream, Eric, but the truth. Thou hast been cast away here on my isle of Straumey.”
“And Skallagrim—where is Skallagrim?”
“Skallagrim lives—fear not!”
“And my comrades, how went it with them?”
“But ill, Eric. Ran has them all. Now sleep!”
Eric groaned aloud. “I had rather died also than live to hear such heavy tidings,” he said. “Witchwork! witch-work! and that fair witch-face wrought it.” And once again he slept, nor did he wake
till the sun was high. But Atli could make nothing of his words.
When Swanhild left the side of Eric she met Hall of Lithdale face to face and his looks were
troubled.
“Say, lady,” he asked, “will Brighteyes live?”
“Grieve not, Hall,” she answered, “Eric will surely live and he will be glad to find a messmate
here to greet him, having left so many yonder,” and she pointed to the sea.
“I shall not be glad,” said Hall, letting his eyes fall.
“Why not, Hall? Fearest thou Skallagrim? or hast thou done ill by Eric?”
“Ay, lady, I fear Skallagrim, for he swore to slay me, and that kind of promise he ever keeps.
Also, if the truth must out, I have not dealt altogether well with Eric, and of all men I least wish

to talk with him.”
“Speak on,” she said.
Then, being forced to it, Hall told her something of the tale of the cutting of the cable, being
careful to put another colour on it.
“Now it seems that thou art a coward, Hall,” Swanhild said when he had done, “and I scarcely
looked for that in thee,” for she had not been deceived by the glozing of his speech. “It will be
bad for thee to meet Eric and Skallagrim, and this is my counsel: that thou goest hence before
they wake, for they will sit this winter here in Atli’s hall.”
“And whither shall I go, lady?”
Swanhild gazed on him, and as she did so a dark thought came into her heart: here was a knave
who might serve her ends.
“Hall,” she said, “thou art an Icelander, and I have known of thee from a child, and therefore I
wish to serve thee in thy strait, though thou deservest it little. See now, Atli the Earl has a farm
on the mainland not two hours’ ride from the sea. Thither thou shalt go, if thou art wise, and thou
shalt sit there this winter and be hidden from Eric and Skallagrim. Nay, thank me not, but listen:
it may chance that I shall have a service for thee to do before spring is come.”
“Lady, I shall wait upon thy word,” said Hall.
“Good. Now, so soon as it is light, I will find a man to sail with thee across the Firth, for the sea
falls, and bear my message to the steward at Atli’s farm. Also if thou needest faring-money thou
shalt have it. Farewell.”
Thus then did Hall fly before Eric and Skallagrim.
On the morrow Eric and Skallagrim arose, sick and bruised indeed, but not at all harmed, and
went down to the shore. There they found many dead men of their company, but never a one in
whom the breath of life remained.
Skallagrim looked at Eric and spoke: “Last night the mist came up against the wind: last night
we saw Swanhild’s wraith upon the waves, and there is the path it showed, and there”—and he
pointed to the dead men—”is the witch-seed’s flower. Now to-day we sit in Atli’s hall and here
we must stay this winter at Swanhild’s side, and in all this there lies a riddle that I cannot read.”
But Eric shook his head, making no answer. Then, leaving Skallagrim with the dead, he turned,
and striding back alone towards the hall, sat down on a rock in the home meadows and, covering
his face with his hands, wept for his comrades.
As he wept Swanhild came to him, for she had seen him from afar, and touched him gently on
the arm.

“Why weepest thou, Eric?” she said.
“I weep for the dead, Swanhild,” he answered.
“Weep not for the dead—they are at peace; if thou must weep, weep for the living. Nay, weep
not at all; rejoice rather that thou art here to mourn. Hast thou no word of greeting for me who
have not heard thy voice these many months?”
“How shall I greet thee, Swanhild, who would never have seen thy face again if I might have had
my will? Knowest thou that yesternight, as we laboured in yonder Firth, we saw a shape walking
the waters to lead us to our doom? How shall I greet thee, Swanhild, who art a witch and evil?”
“And knowest thou, Eric, that yesternight I woke from sleep, having dreamed that thou didst lie
upon the shore, and thus I saved thee alive, as perchance I have saved thee aforetime? If thou
didst see a shape walking the waters it was that shape which led thee here. Hadst thou sailed on,
not only those thou mournest, but Skallagrim and thou thyself had now been numbered with the
lost.”
“Better so than thus,” said Brighteyes. “Knowest thou also, Swanhild, that when last night my
life came back again in Atli’s hall, methought that Atli’s wife leaned over me and kissed me on
the lips? That was an ill dream, Swanhild.”
“Some had found it none so ill, Eric,” she made answer, looking on him strangely. “Still, it was
but a dream. Thou didst dream that Atli’s wife breathed back the breath of life into thy pale
lips—be sure of it thou didst but dream. Ah, Eric, fear me no more; forget the evil that I have
wrought in the blindness and folly of my youth. Now things are otherwise with me. Now I am a
wedded wife and faithful hearted to my lord. Now, if I still love thee, it is with a sister’s love.
Therefore forget my sins, remember only that as children we played upon the Iceland fells.
Remember that, as boy and girl, we rode along the marshes, while the sea-mews clamoured
round our heads. The world is cold, Eric, and few are the friends we find in it; many are already
gone, and soon the friendless dark draws near. So put me not away, my brother and my friend;
but, for a little space, whilst thou art here in Atli’s hall, let us walk hand in hand as we walked
long years ago in Iceland, gathering up the fifa-bloom, and watching the midnight shadows creep
up the icy jökul’s crest.”
Thus Swanhild spoke to him most sweetly, in a low voice of music, while the tears gathered in
her eyes, talking ever of Iceland that he loved, and of days long dead, till Eric’s heart softened in
him.
“Almost do I believe thee, Swanhild,” he said, stretching out his hand; “but I know thus: that
thou art never twice in the same mood, and that is beyond my measuring. Thou hast done much
evil and thou hast striven to do more; also I love not those who seem to walk the seas o’ nights.
Still, hold thou to this last saying of thine and there shall be peace between us while I bide here.”
She touched his hand humbly and turned to go. But as she went Eric spoke again: “Say,

Swanhild, hast thou tidings from Iceland yonder? I have heard no word of Asmund or of
Gudruda for two long years and more.”
She stood still, and a dark shadow that he could not see flitted across her face.
“I have few tidings, Eric,” she said, turning, “and those few, if I may trust them, bad enough. For
this is the rumour that I have heard: that Asmund the Priest, my father, is dead; that Groa, my
mother, is dead—how, I know not; and, lastly, that Gudruda the Fair, thy love, is betrothed to
Ospakar Blacktooth and weds him in the spring.”
Now Eric sprang up with an oath and grasped the hilt of Whitefire. Then he sat down again upon
the stone and covered his face with his hands.
“Grieve not, Eric,” she said gently; “I put no faith in this news, for rumour, like the black-backed
gull, often changes colour in its flight across the seas. Also I had it but at fifth hand. I am sure of
this, at least, that Gudruda will never forsake thee without a cause.”
“It shall go ill with Ospakar if this be true,” said Eric, smiling grimly, “for Whitefire is yet left
me and with it one true friend.”
“Run not to meet the evil, Eric. Thou shalt come to Iceland with the summer flowers and find
Gudruda faithful and yet fairer than of yore. Knowest thou that Hall of Lithdale, who was thy
mate, has sat here these two months? He is gone but this morning, I know not whither, leaving a
message that he returns no more.”
“He did well to go,” said Eric, and he told her how Hall had cut the cable.
“Ay, well indeed,” answered Swanhild. “Had Atli known this he would have scourged Hall
hence with rods of seaweed. And now, Eric, I desire to ask thee one more thing: why wearest
thou thy hair long like a woman’s? Indeed, few women have such hair as thine is now.”
“For this cause, Swanhild: I swore to Gudruda that none should cut my hair till she cut it once
more. It is a great burden to me surely, for never did hair grow so fast and strong as mine, and
once in a fray I was held fast by it and went near to the losing of my life. Still, I will keep the
oath even if it grows on to my feet,” and he laughed a little and shook back his golden locks.
Swanhild smiled also and, turning, went. But when her face was hidden from him she smiled no
more.
“As I live,” she said in her heart, “before spring rains fall I again will cause thee to break this
oath, Eric. Ay, I will cut a lock of that bright hair of thine and send it for a love-token to
Gudruda.”
But Eric still sat upon the rock thinking. Swanhild had set an evil seed of doubt in his heart, and
already it put forth roots. What if the tale were true? What if Gudruda had given herself to
Ospakar? Well, if so—she should soon be a widow, that he swore.

Then he rose, and stalked grimly towards the hall.
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THE LOST CONTINENT by C. J. Cutliffe Hyne
2. Back to Atlantis
The words of Tatho were no sleeping draught for me that night. I began to think that I had made
somewhat a mistake in wrapping myself up so entirely in my government of Yucatan, and not
contriving to keep more in touch with events that were passing at home in Atlantis. For many
years past it had been easy to see that the mariner folk who did traffic across the seas spoke with
restraint, and that only what news the Empress pleased was allowed to ooze out beyond her
borders. But, as I say, I was fully occupied with my work in the colony, and had no curiosity to
pull away a veil intentionally placed. Besides, it has always been against my principles to put to
the torture men who had received orders for silence from their superiors, merely that they shall
break these orders for my private convenience.
However, the iron discipline of our Priestly Clan left me no choice of procedure. As was
customary, I had been deprived of my office at a moment’s notice. From that time on, all papers
and authority belonged to my successor, and, although by courtesy I might be permitted to
remain as a guest in the pyramid that had so recently been mine, to see another sunrise, it was
clearly enjoined that I must leave the territory then at the topmost of my speed and hasten to
report in Atlantis.
Tatho, to give him credit, was anxious to further my interests to the utmost in his power. He was
by my side again before the dawn, putting all his resources at my disposal.
I had little enough to ask him. “A ship to take me home,” I said, “and I shall be your debtor.”
The request seemed to surprise him. “That you may certainly have if you wish it. But my ships
are foul with the long passage, and are in need of a careen. If you take them, you will make a
slow voyage of it to Atlantis. Why do you not take your own navy? The ships are in harbour
now, for I saw them there when we came in. Brave ships they are too.”
“But not mine. That navy belongs to Yucatan.”
“Well, Deucalion, you are Yucatan; or, rather, you were yesterday, and have been these twenty
years.”
I saw what he meant, and the idea did not please me. I answered stiffly enough that the ships
were owned by private merchants, or belonged to the State, and I could not claim so much as a
ten-slave galley.
Tatho shrugged his shoulders. “I suppose you know your own policies best,” he said, “though to
me it seems but risky for a man who has attained to a position like yours and mine not to have
provided himself with a stout navy of his own. One never knows when a recall may be sent, and,
through lack of these precautions, a life’s earnings may very well be lost in a dozen hours.”
“I have no fear for mine,” I said coldly.

“Of course not, because you know me to be your friend. But had another man been appointed to
this vice-royalty, you might have been sadly shorn, Deucalion. It is not many fellows who can
resist a snug hoard ready and waiting in the very coffers they have come to line.”
“My Lord Tatho,” I said, “it is clear to me that you and I have grown to be of different tastes. All
of the hoard that I have made for myself in this colony, few men would covet. I have the poor
clothes you see me in this moment, and a box of drugs such as I have found useful to the
stomach. I possess also three slaves, two of them scribes and the third a sturdy savage from
Europe, who cooks my victual and fills for me the bath. For my maintenance during my years of
service, here, I have bled the State of a soldier’s ration and nothing beyond; and if in my name
any man has mulcted a creature in Yucatan of so much as an ounce of bronze, I request you as a
last service to have that man hanged for me as a liar and a thief.”
Tatho looked at me curiously. “I do not know whether I admire you most or whether I pity. I do
not know whether to be astonished or to despise. We had heard of much of your uprightness over
yonder in Atlantis, of your sternness and your justice, but I swear by the old Gods that no soul
guessed you carried your fancy so far as this. Why, man, money is power. With money and the
resources money can buy, nothing could stop a fellow like you; whilst without it you may be
tripped up and trodden down irrevocably at the first puny reverse.”
“The Gods will choose my fate.”
“Possibly; but for mine, I prefer to nourish it myself. I tell you with frankness that I have not
come here to follow in the pattern you have made for a vice-royalty. I shall govern Yucatan
wisely and well to the best of my ability; but I shall govern it also for the good of Tatho, the
viceroy. I have brought with me here my navy of eight ships and a personal bodyguard. There is
my wife also, and her women and her slaves. All these must be provided for. And why indeed
should it be otherwise? If a people is to be governed, it should be their privilege to pay
handsomely for their prince.”
“We shall not agree on this. You have the power now, and can employ it as you choose. If I
thought it would be of any use, I should like to supplicate you most humbly to deal with lenience
when you come to tax these people who are under you. They have grown very dear to me.”
“I have disgusted you with me, and I am grieved for it. But even to retain your good opinion,
Deucalion—which I value more than that of any man living—I cannot do here as you have done.
It would be impossible, even if I wished it. You must not judge all other men by your own strong
standard: a Tatho is by no means a colossus like a Deucalion. And besides, I have a wife and
children, and they must be provided for, even if I neglect myself.”
“Ah, there,” I said, “it does seem that I possess the advantage. I have no wife, to clog me.”
He caught up my word quickly. “It seems to me you have nothing that makes life worth living.
You have neither wife, children, riches, cooks, retinue, dresses, nor anything else in proportion to
your station. You will pardon my saying it, old comrade, but you are plaguey ignorant about

some matters. For example, you do not know how to dine. During every day of a very weary
voyage, I have promised myself when sitting before the meagre sea victual, that presently the
abstinence would be more than repaid by Deucalion’s welcoming feast. Oh, I tell you that feast
was one of the vividest things that ever came before my eyes. And then when we get to the
actuality, what was it? Why, a country farmer every day sits down to more delicate fare. You
told me how it was prepared. Well, your savage from Europe may be lusty, and perchance is
faithful, but he is a devil-possessed cook. Gods! I have lived better on a campaign.
“I know this is a colony here, without any of the home refinements; but if in the days to come,
the deer of the forest, the fish of the stream, and the other resources of the place are not put to
better use than heretofore, I shall see it my duty as ruler to fry some of the kitchen staff alive in
grease so as to encourage better cookery. Gods! Deucalion, have you forgotten what it is to have
a palate? And have you no esteem for your own dignity? Man, look at your clothes. You are
garbed like a herdsman, and you have not a gaud or a jewel to brighten you.”
“I eat,” I said coldly, “when my hunger bids me, and I carry this one robe upon my person till it
is worn out and needs replacement. The grossness of excessive banqueting, and the effeminacy
of many clothes are attainments that never met my fancy. But I think we have talked here over
long, and there seems little chance of our finding agreement. You have changed, Tatho, with the
years, and perhaps I have changed also. These alterations creep imperceptibly into one’s being as
time advances. Let us part now, and, forgetting these present differences, remember only our
friendship of twenty years agone. That for me, at any rate, has always had a pleasant savour
when called up into the memory.”
Tatho bowed his head. “So be it,” he said.
“And I would still charge myself upon your bounty for that ship. Dawn cannot be far off now,
and it is not decent that the man who has ruled here so long, should walk in daylight through the
streets on the morning after his dismissal.”
“So be it,” said Tatho. “You shall have my poor navy. I could have wished that you had asked
me something greater.”
“Not the navy, Tatho; one small ship. Believe me, more is wasted.”
“Now, there,” said Tatho, “I shall act the tyrant. I am viceroy here now, and will have my way in
this. You may go naked of all possessions: that I cannot help. But depart for Atlantis unattended,
that you shall not.”
And so, in fine, as the choice was set beyond me, it was in the “Bear,” Tatho’s own private ship,
with all the rest of his navy sailing in escort, that I did finally make my transit.
But the start was not immediate. The vessels lay moored against the stone quays of the inner
harbour, gutted of their stores, and with crews exhausted, and it would have been suicide to have
forced them out then and there to again take the seas.

So the courtesies were fulfilled by the craft whereon I abode hauling out into the entrance basin,
and anchoring there in the swells of the fairway; and forthwith she and her consorts took in wood
and water, cured meat and fish ashore, and refitted in all needful ways, with all speed attainable.
For myself there came then, as the first time during twenty busy years, a breathing space from
work. I had no further connection with the country of my labours; indeed, officially, I had left it
already. Into the working of the ship it was contrary to rule that I should make any inspection or
interest, since all sea matters were the exclusive property of the Mariners’ Guild, secured to them
by royal patent, and most jealously guarded.
So there remained to me in my day, hours to gaze (if I would) upon the quays, the harbours, the
palaces, and the pyramids of the splendid city before me which I had seen grow stone by stone
from its foundations; or to roam my eye over the pastures and the grain lands beyond the walls,
and to look longingly at the dense forests behind, from which field by field we had so tediously
ripped our territory.
Would Tatho continue the work so healthily begun? I trusted so, even in spite of his selfish
words. And at all hours, during the radiance of our Lord the Sun, or under the stars of night, I
was free to pursue that study of the higher mysteries, on which we of the Priests’ Clan are trained
to set our minds, without aid of book or instrument, of image or temple.
The refitting of the navy was gone about with speed. Never, it is said, had ships been
reprovisioned and caulked, and remanned with greater speed for the over-ocean voyage. Indeed,
it was barely over a month from the day that they brought up in the harbour, they put out beyond
the walls, and began their voyage eastward over the hills and dale of the ocean.
Rowing-slaves from Europe for this long passage of sea are not taken now, owing to the
difficulty in provisioning them, for modern humanity forbids the practice of letting them eat one
another according to the home custom of their continent; sails alone are but an indifferent stand
by; but modern science has shown how to extract force from the Sun, when He is free from
cloud, and this (in a manner kept secret by mariners) is made to draw sea-water at the forepart of
the vessel, and eject it with such force at the stern that she is appreciably driven forward, even
with the wind adverse.
In another matter also has navigation vastly improved. It is not necessary now, as formerly, to
trust wholly to a starry night (when beyond sight of land) to find direction. A little image has
been made, and is stood balanced in the forepart of every vessel, with an arm outstretched,
pointing constantly to the direction where the Southern Cross lies in the Heavens. So, by setting
an angle, can a just course be correctly steered. Other instruments have they also for finding a
true position on the ocean wastes, for the newer mariner, when he is at sea, puts little trust in the
Gods, and confides mightily in his own thews and wits.
Still, it is amusing to see these tarry fellows, even in this modern day, take their last farewell of
the harbour town. The ship is stowed, and all ready for sea, and they wash and put on all their
bravery of attire. Ashore they go, their faces long with piety, and seek some obscure temple
whose God has little flavour with shore folk, and here they make sacrifice with clamour and

lavish outlay. And, finally, there follows a feast in honour of the God, and they arrive back on
board, and put to sea for the most part drunken, and all heavy and evil-humoured with gluttony
and their other excesses.
The voyage was very different to my previous sea-going. There was no creeping timorously
along in touch with the coasts. We stood straight across the open gulf in the direction of home,
came up with the band of the Carib Islands, and worked confidently through them, as though
they had been signposts to mark the sea highway; and stopped only twice to replenish with
wood, water, and fruit. These commodities, too, the savages brought us freely, so great was their
subjection, and in neither place did we have even the semblance of a fight. It was a great
certificate of the growing power of Atlantis and her finest over-sea colony.
Then boldly on we went across the vast ocean beyond, with never a sacrifice to implore the Gods
that they should help our direction. One might feel censure towards these rugged mariners for
their impiety, but one could not help an admiration for their lusty skill and confidence.
The dangers of the desolate sea are dealt out as the Gods will, and man can only take them as
they come. Storms we encountered, and the mariners fought them with stubborn endurance;
twice a blazing stone from Heaven hissed into the sea beside us, though without injuring any of
our ships; and, as was unavoidable, the great beasts of the sea hunted us with their accustomed
savagery. But only once did we suffer material loss from these last, and that was when three of
the greater sea lizards attacked the “Bear,” the ship whereon I travelled, at one and the same
time.
The hour of their onset was during the blazing midday heat, and the Sun being at the full of His
power, our machines were getting full force from Him. The vessel was travelling forward faster
than a man on dry land could walk. But for the power escape she might as well have been
standing still when the beasts sighted her. There were three of them, as I have said, and we saw
them come up over the curve of the horizon, beating the sea into foam with their flappers, and
waving their great necks like masts as they swam. Our navy was spread out in a long line of
ships, and in olden days each of the beasts would have selected a separate prey, and proceeded
for it; but, like man, these beasts have learned the necessities of warfare, and they hunt in pack
now and do not separate their forces.
It was plain they were making for our ship, and Tob, the captain, would have had me go into the
after-castle, and there be secure from their marauding. He was responsible to the Lord Tatho, he
said, for my safe conduct; it was certain that the beasts would contrive to seize some of the ship’s
company before they were satiated; and if the hap came to the Lord Deucalion, he (the captain)
would have to give himself voluntarily to the beasts then, to escape a very painful death at
Tatho’s hands later on.
However, my mind was set. A man can never have too much experience in fighting enemies,
whether human or bestial, and the attack of these creatures was new to me, and I was fain to
learn its method. So I gave the captain a letter to Tatho, saying how the matter lay (and for
which, it may be mentioned, the rude fellow seemed little enough grateful), and stayed in my
chair under the awning.

The beasts surged up to us with champing jaws, and all the shipmen stood armed on their
defence. They came up alongside, two females (the smaller) on the flank of the ship, the giant
male by himself on the other. Their great heads swooped about, as high as the yards that held the
sails, and the reek from them gave one physical sickness.
The shipmen faced the monsters with a sturdy courage. Arrows were useless against the smooth,
bull-like hides. Even the throwing fire could not so much as singe them; nothing but twenty axe
blows delivered on an attacking head together could beat it back, and even these succeeded only
through sheer weight of metal, and did not make so much as the scratch of a wound.
During all time beasts have disputed with man the mastery of the earth, and it is only in Atlantis
and Egypt and Yucatan that man has dared to hold his own, and fight them with a mind made
strong by many previous victories. In Europe and mid-Africa the greater beasts hold full
dominion, and man admits his puny number and force, and lives in earth crannies and the higher
tree-tops, as a fugitive confessed. And upon the great oceans, the beasts are lords, unchecked.
Still here, upon this desolate sea, although the giant lizards were new to me, it was a pleasure to
pit my knowledge of war against their brute strength and courage. Ever since the first men did
their business upon the great waters, they fulfilled their instincts in fighting the beasts with
desperation. Hiding coward-like in a hold was useless, for if this enemy could not find men
above decks to glut them, they would break a ship with their paddles, and so all would be slain.
And so it was recognised that the fight should go forward as desperately as might be, and that it
could only end when the beasts had got their prey and had gone away satisfied.
It was in a one-sided conflict after this fashion then, that I found myself, and felt the joy once
more to have my thews in action. But after my axe had got in some dozen lusty blows, which, for
all the harm they did, might have been delivered against some city wall, or, indeed, against the
ark of the Mysteries itself, I sought about me till I found a lance, and with that made very
different play.
The eyes of these lizards are small, and set deep in a bony socket, but I judged them to be
vulnerable, and it was upon the eyes of the beast that I made my attack. The decks were slippery
with the horrid slime of them. The crew surged about in their battling, and, moreover, constantly
offered themselves as a rampart before me by reason of Tob, the captain’s threats. But I gave a
few shrewd progues with the lance to show that I did not choose my will to be overridden, and
presently was given room for manoeuvre.
Deliberately I placed myself in the sight of one of the lizards, and offered my body to its attack.
The challenge was accepted. It swooped like a dropping stone, and I swerved and drove in the
lance at its oozy eye.
I thanked the Gods then that I had been trained with the lance till certain aim was a matter of
instinct with me. The blade went true to its mark and stuck there, and the shaft broke in my hand.
The beast drew off, blinded and bellowing, and beating the sea with its paddles. In a great
cataract of foam I saw it bend its great long neck, and rub its head (with the spear still fixed)

against its back, thereby enduring new agonies, but without dislodging the weapon. And then
presently, finding this of no avail, it set off for the place from which it came with extraordinary
quickness, and rapidly grew smaller against the horizon.
The male and the other female lizard had also left us, but not in similar plight. Tob, the captain,
seeing my resolve to take hazards, deliberately thrust a shipman into the jaws of each of the
others, so that they might be sated and get them gone. It was clear that Tob dreaded very much
for his own skin if I came by harm, and I thought with a warming heart of the threats that Tatho
must have used in his kind anxiety for my safety. It is pleasant when one’s old friends do not
omit to pay these little attentions.
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